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IT Strategy
Whether your organization needs a short-term solution to a tactical challenge or a long-term engagement
to develop an enterprise-level technology strategy or roadmap to meet overall business objectives, enVista
has the experience and resources required to solve your business needs. Delivering real value to your
organization is enVista’s priority; our approach can help you develop a strategy that results in a more
efficient technology environment and greater return on investment.
Using a proven approach, we can assist you in not only defining the application and direction of the
infrastructure for information technology, but also establishing the organization, governance and support
dimension that will eventually make it successful.
enVista’s skilled team can bridge the discussion and planning between business, technology and
implementation. Our resources possess the breadth of expertise to assist in whatever manner is most
beneficial and always provide knowledge capital along the way.
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CIO Leadership: Provides C-level experience to companies lacking a CIO without the associated
costs of filling this role. enVista’s resources have significant experience working at the C-level
with large and small organizations that can provide your organization with an emphasis on
leadership, business strategy and processes, innovation and growth, and organization management.
Infrastructure Assessment – A comprehensive review of a company’s technology systems
compared to industry best practices and a strategy to better leverage existing and future
IT needs, including an assessment of the effectiveness of your system, staff, budget and 		
procedures; a written evaluation and recommendation are also provided.
Technology Plans: Defines the overall technological architecture you will need and all its
various sub-components, including hardware, software, communications infrastructure and
ongoing support.
IT Roadmap: Part of the overall technology plan, the IT roadmap provides a map for a
specific application.
Operational and Security Assessment: Discover gaps within your physical, electronic, verbal
and written security through enVista’s security assessment audit and recommend and implement
any necessary changes to ensure that confidential information is protected at the highest level.
Compliance: Develop and implement compliance standards for government regulations,
including HIPAA, through cost-effective operational and information technology improvements.
enVista will complete a risk analysis of your operational workflow and systems and provide 		
a risk analysis and assessment, identify organizational deficiencies and vulnerabilities, create a
remediation plan, timeline and cost assessment for establishing compliance, and document 		
controls, policies and procedures.
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